
PSIR Paper 1 Part A
Analysis with Structure and Sources



Broad Analysis:
Segment Number of Questions

Western Political Thought Locke,  Hobbes

Indian Political Thought Gandhi, Dr. Ambedkar

Ideologies and Theory Systems, 
neoliberalism,Maoism, 
liberal theory of state

Democracy and Power Power, Elitism

Justice Rawls, Entitlement

Equality Equality and liberty

Rights Human Rights, Relativism



1 a) Systems Theory

•What is systems theory 
and its emergence?

•Can quote Kaplan/ Easton

Introduction?

•Main ideas of systems 
theory

•Can elaborate on Easton’s 
Input-Output Model.

•Its updation in Almond’s 
SF Analysis

Body
•Critical Analysis

•Relevance today- talk 
about decline of 
institutions and structures 
which hinders systems. 

Conclusion





1 b) Cultural Relativism

Introduction
• What is 

Cultural or 
Value 
Relativism?

Body

• Multiplicity of cultures and related values. 

• Can invoke communitarian and 
multicultural theories

• Examples- debates over hijab (Choice), 
Asian values vs western values etc. 

Conclusion

•Cultural relativism and related 
issues- marginalisation of 
vulnerable communities.

•Berlin’s value pluralism as way 
out





1 c) Revolution in Permanence

Introduction:

Maoism and his 
development of 

Marx’s ideas.

Body:

Mao’s concept of 
Permanent 

Revolution and its 
relevance

Let a Hundred 
Flowers Bloom, Great 

Leap Forward

Lessons from USSR’s 
new Bourgeoise

Conclusion:

Certain fallouts of 
this revolution in 

permanence-

Can link it to Xi 
Jinping’s anti 

corruption campaign 
against ‘tigers and 

flies’. 





1 d) Bases of Power

Introduction
•Power as an essentially contested 

concept- W.B. Gallie

•Steven Lukes- 3 Dimensions of Power-

•Ability to make decisions

•Agenda shaping

•Manipulation of people’s thoughts and 
perception

Body
•Numerous Perspectives/ Bases:

•Power over: Individual level- Dahl’s idea of power over

•Collective/ Structural level- Feminist idea of power/ 
Marxist idea of class power / Elitist Theory of Power

•Power to- Arendt’s concept of Acting in Concert

•Legal Basis- Authority- Power + Legitimacy- Weber, 
MacIver

•Ideological basis- Hegemony

•Knowledge basis- Foucault 

Conclusion

•No fixed definition

•Matrix of power- In 
today’s world multiple 
bases of power coexist





1 e) Locke’s Social Contract
• Consent as a basis of Political Societies and authority

• Dismisses idea of divine right in PatriarchaIntroduction

• Unlike Hobbes’ single, Locke’s dual stage contract- first for civil/ political 
society; second- political authority

• Endurance through tacit concent

• Relevance- Govt. party to contract, idea of civil trust, constitutional limited 
government, SoP, Good of the governed, right to revolt (popular sovereignty)

Body

• Sabine’s critical analysis- Locke’s contract unlike Hobbes’ sovereign is not ultimate but 
limited by 4 levels:

•Original power- Individuals and Rights

•Community/ Civil Society

•Legislature

•Executive

Conclusion





2 a) Factors like community, culture and nation 
weaken the hegemony of neo-liberalism today. 
Discuss.

Introduction

• What is Neo-Liberalism?

• Main features

Body

•Issues concerning it- Neoliberalism both domestically and internationally through globalisation and Institutions of 
Washington consensus. 

•Communitarians- community vs atomism- quote Sandel, Taylor, Macintyre 

•Multiculturalists- culture pluralism vs monism- Marion Young, Kymlika, Parekh

•Nationalism- Revivalism across political, economic and cultural domains- Trump’s American Great, Aatmanirbhar 
Bharat, Putin’s assertiveness, Brexit, Decline of Pax Americana and Rise of the Rest (Fareed Zakaria), Dangerous 
Decade for world in crisis (Haas)

Conclusion

•Way ahead- Fukuyama- Liberalism and Its Discontents

•Problems with neoliberalism- rogue financialisation, increasing economic inequality, no solidarity and rise of 
identity politics, polarisation and populism. Underlines need for social democratic policies. 



2 b) “Equality of estates caused equality of power, 
and equality of power is liberty”. Comment.

•Explain the statement.

•Rooted in French 
Revolution- Trinity of 
Liberty, Equality, 
Fraternity

Introduction

• For the enjoyment of freedom, equality is needed 
(Pollard)

• Legal and Political Equality leading to equality of 
opportunity and equal say in decision making. 

• Rajiv Bhargava- complementary relationship- equality 
as non-discrimination and liberty as ability to shape 
ones lives. 

• Without an equal opportunity to be liberated, neither 
equality nor liberty can attain its purpose in totality. 

• Indian scenario- affirmative action to correct 
structural inequalities and expand liberty of the 
marginalised. 

Body

• Relationship can also be 
troublesome

• Point to trade off between the 
two. 

• In the name of liberty-
expansion of free market 
capitalism leading to 
increasing inequality. 

Conclusion



2 c) Elitist theory of democracy denies the possibility 
of democracy as “rule of the people”. Elucidate.

Introduction:

What is elitist theory of democracy-politics is history of elite domination, the nature of the elite may change from time to time though. 

Since Plato, Aristotle, Machiavelli. Added by Mosca, Pareto and Michels

‘History is a graveyard of aristocracy.’ 

Body:

Elite democracy and denial of rule of people: Pareto- In all societies- a small governing elite, a non-governing elite (more intelligent and capable), 
and the mass population or non-elite (lack leadership and equality). 

Mosca- more democratic but still no rule of people- Can emerge anywhere but only those with superior organizational skills  control power in 
modern bureaucratic States. 

Michels- Iron Law of Oligarchy- majority of human beings are apathetic, indolent and slavish- Tug of war between old and new elites

C.W. Mills- Power Elite- politics, corporations and military against apolitical masses. 

Conclusion: Limited understanding of democracy- can’t ignore social demands completely due to electoral democracy. 

Pluralists- modern democracy too complex and heterogenous to be dominated by few- Laski and MacIver- multiplicity of associations that assert 
control

Fukuyama on advent on social media and democratisation- Backlash against elites such as Arab Spring, power to people through increasing social 
movements across the world. 





3 a) Examine the liberal theory of State in 
contemporary politics.

Introduction

•What is State?

•Multiple liberal theories of state- neo-liberal State and Welfare 
State.

•Common to all- based on consent, limited government and rule 
of law, SoP and fair elections to ensure accountability, Ficus on 
Rights and Freedom, Economic freedom

Body

•Welfare/ Liberal Egalitarian State- Focus on justice and equality, 
increased role of state- Rawlsian democratic equality.  Briefly talk 
about views of TH Green,Laski, MacIver. (Canada, Scandinavia) 

•Minimal State- Roll back of the State and free hold to market 
capitalism, Night Watchman State (Nozick, Hayek). Friedman-
separate economic and political power

Conclusion

• Critical analysis- Minimal State- Stiglitz 
neoliberalism dead in developed and 
developing world, John Gray- expansion of 
State even with neo liberalism (2008 recession)

• Welfarism- Dahrendorf iron cage of 
bureaucracy, failure to deal with recession, 
pandemic, rising inequality





3 b) Human Rights are complex and contested social 
practice that organise relations between individuals, 
society and the state. Comment.

Introduction: Human Rights doctrine (UDHR)- essential rights as humans- universality 
and individuality as principles. Increasing debates- not universal but contextual, based 
on plurality of types of relations between individuals, society and state. 

Body: Criticism of Human Rights- Based on liberal individualist ideas of freedom and 
rationality; Focus on civil, political, social and economic right; no inclusion of group rights.

Ethnocentric; Conflict with Asian Values (Lee Kwan Yew, Kishore Madhubani)

Interference in State Sovereignty and domestic policy (R2P)

Debates on contested practices of Human Rights- Multiculturalism- specificity of the 
different circumstances (Iris Marion Young on group membership, kymlicka on group 
differentiated rights)

Conclusion: Many problems but also important- Contemporary world facing wide scale 
issues- Rohingyas, Ukraine crisis, Iran etc. Not just third world but also Developed countries-
issues of African Americans, hate against Asians, indigenous population. 

Need to include cultural pluralism, devise methods of ensuring human rights with 
interference as last resort with approval of UNGA, teeth to UNHRC, expansion of notion of 
human rights. 





3 c) Individualism is inherent in Hobbes’ absolutist 
ideology. Comment.

Introduction

• Hobbes as the first liberal thinker

• Front runner of theory of individualism and contractualism- Hacker- first thinker of political 
individualism

Body

• Problem- Starts of Individualist but ends up an absolutist

• How is individualism inherent- Individual level- Human Equality and rationality, Men as 
active creatures due to will, psychological egoism

• Structural- State and society based on individualised consent, separation from Church, 
obedience to law, ensure peace, safety and well being of individuals (Oakeshott- Hobbes’ mixed 
obligation), rule of law and minimal state.  

Conclusion

• Critical Analysis- Dunn- Hobbes’ philosophy contained both liberal and illiberal features. 

• Absolutist, no renewal of consent, no checks and balances, no space for freedom and rights

• captures the essence of his age brilliantly 





4a) Dr. Ambedkar’s idea of social justice leads to ‘egalitarian justice’ 
as compared to Rawls’ ‘justice as fairness’ which aims at the notion of 
‘pure procedural justice’. Comment.

Introduction

•Social Justice’s 
varying 
interpretations 
(David Miller):

•According to 
needs;

•According to 
rights;

•According to 
deserts. 

Body

•Ambedkar’s social justice as egalitarian 
justice- Bidyut Chakrabarty- protagonist of 
the idea of social justice as an in- alienable 
part of the constitutional democratic 
framework in India to ensure dignity. 

•Legal basis to ensure egalitarian justice. 

•Criteria to ensure measures to remedy it-
political representation, affirmative action, 
welfare measures. Workable principles based 
on Indian reality and transform it. 

•Rawls’ justice as fairness also moral dignity 
(Kant)- pure procedural- no universal perfect 
principles but fair procedure. 

•Justice is about rules/procedure that govern 
a social practice, not the outcome. Regardless 
of the outcomes yielded, if the procedure is 
followed correctly, the outcomes are morally 
acceptable. 

Conclusion

•Interplay between 
the two.

•Both give importance 
to individual and 
moral dignity. 

•Focus on ensuring 
development of the 
weakest links in the 
society. 

•Combine the two-
can compare it to 
Sen’s capability 
model. 





4 b) “The Panchayat with Gram Sabha should be so organised as 
to identify the resources locally available for the development in 
agriculture and industrial sectors”. Examine the statement in the 
context of Gram Sabha.

Introduction:

Gandhi’s idea of village 
development linked to 
India’s development.

Gram Sabha as cornerstone of 
PRIs since ancient times  

Body:

Gram Sabha as the primary unit of democratic decentralisation and Swaraj (Gandhi). 

Symbol of popular sovereignty and participatory democracy (Rousseau)

Gandhi- Village Panchayats based on the principal of "simple living and high thinking”. 
Vehicle of political and economic democracy. 

Use local sources- material sources which are locally available to ensure sustainability 
and self-reliance, human and technical resources- artists, craftspersons, farmers, 

technicians. Well versed with best use, market for goods and services locally required. 

Gram Sabha based model of village republics- also ensures social audit

Influenced Balwant Rai Mehta Committee, Community Development Programme etc. 

Relevance today- Aatmanirbhar Bharat starts at Gram Sabha;

Pandemic and Recession- fragilities of international economic system;

Problems- World has moved to large scale, capital intensive development- need to combine 
principles to ensure social justice and sustainability. 





4 c) Examine the entitlement theory of 
justice.

•Emerged as a backlash to 
justice infused with 
welfarism. 

•Justice as based on rights/ 
entitlement.

•Nozick, Hayek main 
theorists. 

•Invoke Aristotle and Locke. 

Introduction:

•Procedural Theories-

•No abstract principle of distribution but 
every individual has rights. 

•Earned due to hard work, skills, talent. 

•Nozick- Historical vs End state 
principles of justice- Justice preserving 
rules- Fair Acquisition, Fair Transfer, 
Rectification. 

•No State interference, progressive 
taxation as negation of dignity

Body
•Critical Analysis-

•Defence of free market 
capitalism

•Invoke debates on 
meritocracy (Milankovich), 
inequality (Piketty) 

•Annihilation of individual 
development- exploitative 
(Marxist scholars like 
Macpherson) 

Conclusion 




